JUSTICEVILLE, U.S.A. LEARNING STATIONS

Learning Objectives: Students will
identify different community professionals through a description of how they benefit the
community.
TEKS: LA 1.19, 2.19, SS K.7 (A), K.9 (A), 1.8 (A), 1.12 (A), 2.11 (B), 3.2, 3.9 (C)
Materials Needed: Justiceville cards, score card for recording answers
Vocabulary: community, sanitation, mayor, utilities, attorney
Teaching Strategy:
1. Assign each student a partner. Each pair of students will visit the Justiceville cards around
the room and decide on the answer together.
2. Pairs of students will read the definition of a community helper on the Justiceville card and
match it with the name of that position or profession on their score card.
3. After all students have visited each station and completed their score card, ask students to
tell what they know about each helper/profession mentioned and if they know someone
personally in that profession.
4. Students will write a paragraph about one of the professions, entitled “I Would Like to Be a
(profession) Because. . .” Students should mention at least three reasons why they would
like to be involved in the chosen profession, as well as one draw-back of that profession.

Extension for G/T
Students will choose one of the professions listed and interview a person from that
profession. Interview questions might include:
1. Why did you choose to be a ___?
2. What kind of training did you have to have to become a ____?
3. What are the best things about being a ____?
4. What is the hardest thing about being a ____?
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Community Helpers Learning Stations
Score Card

Match the number of the Justiceville card with the person it
describes.
Police _________

Chef _____________

Firefighter _________

Librarian __________

Bank teller_________

Veterinarian _______

Doctor ___________

Teacher __________

Judge___________

Pilot ______________

Sanitation________

Grocer ____________

Park Ranger _______

Farmer_____________

Attorney __________

Bus Driver __________

Mail Carrier ______

Utilities Worker ________

Mayor __________

Poll Worker ___________
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1.

I keep people safe by making
sure they obey our laws.

2.

I help people get well when
they’re sick.

3.

I put out fires and teach people
about fire safety.

4.

The part of the meal that I like to
prepare in a restaurant is the
dessert.

5.

I help customers put money in or
take money out of the bank.

6.

I help people with their legal
questions.

7.

I bring letters and packages to
homes and businesses.

8.

I get rid of garbage and help
people recycle.

9.

I make sure children learn what
they need to know.

10. I keep a good collection of books
for people to check out.

11.

I make sure trials are fair.

12. I help your pets when they get
sick.

13. I make sure elections are fair.

14. I teach people about camping
safety.

15. I lead your city and make sure the
police and fire departments are
doing their job.

16. I make sure fresh food is available
for you to buy.

17.

I carefully drive a city bus.

18. I make sure you have safe water
to drink.

19. I grow different types of food.

20. I really enjoy flying airplanes.

